
REVIEW of WorldMike’s Ultimate Bowling School 
Roberta Hafner, USBC Sport Bowling Director and USBC Silver Certified Coach 
recently attended WorldMike’s Ultimate Bowling School in South Florida.  Roberta writes: 
“It was a 3-day clinic that was not only impressive; it was one of the best clinics I’ve ever attended.” 

 

WorldMike’s Ultimate Bowling School 

Was clinic run by a 
professional coach? 

Yes, this clinic was run by Mike Nyitray, world-class Gold Coach and 
one of the tops in the business. 

Was it a good value? 3 days for $550.00, including a ball and drilling.  Since the ball and 
drilling is worth approx. $200, the clinic fee is really only $350.00.  
Yes, it’s worth it. 

Was it necessary to have 
professional touring PBA 
bowlers there? 

Although it’s impressive to be able to get coached by the pros you see 
on TV, I feel that a good coaching staff is probably what is most 
important.  This clinic was run by USBC Certified Gold Coach, Mike 
Nyitray, a former PBA member and team USA member. 

What was the teaching 
format? 

The last 6 lanes of the center were blocked off so we had our own 
“area”.  The video and graphic presentations were given right on the 
lanes.  This way when an idea was presented graphically, Mike was 
able to show the application right away on the lane.  I have talked to 
many bowlers who get bored when they attend the classroom portion 
of bowling clinics but not here.   
 

Mike’s presentations had easy-to-understand graphics with ideas and 
concepts presented in a format I have never seen.  Without question, 
these were the best graphic presentations I’ve ever seen and 
backed up by actual on lane application. 

I am attending this clinic 
because of a problem with my 
knee. This has affected my 
average and self-confidence 
and I have considered giving 
up the sport. 

NO PAIN!  Yes, he taught me a style where there is no pain.  I now 
stand straighter with less knee bend and still can score.  Why didn’t I 
think of that?  Obviously there was more to it than just that, but I can 
bowl with no pain now and I am very very happy.  Also, I think with 
some practice, I can get very close to my previous scoring ability. 

What did others expect from 
clinic? 

One gentleman was a high-end bowler averaging 238 in league, but 
when it came to the more difficult “sport” and “open” patterns he was 
having difficulty scoring.  Within the first day Mike fixed something 
in his style that automatically improved his ball reaction on sport 
patterns.  Overall, everyone who attended was very happy. 

Where does this clinic rate 
when compared to other 
clinics I’ve attended? 

I’ve attended many clinics over the years and have even given clinics.  
From my days in Anchorage when I helped coach a young Sean Rash 
to recent clinics around the globe.   
 

So I’ve been on both the giving and receiving end of clinics and I have 
to say, this might be the best bowling clinic I have ever attended.  
There was no “cookie cutter” approach.  Each bowler had a different 
style and Mike respected that.   

Overall Comments If you want to bowl better, invest in a bowling lesson before you buy 
your next ball.  After working with a coach you may find you don’t 
need a new ball.  Your new-found skill and confidence may have that 
old ball scoring in a way you never imagined.   
 

If you considering attending a bowling clinic, I would highly 
recommend WorldMike’s Ultimate Bowling School in South Florida. 

 


